
THE NEW ŠKODA 

CITIGOe iV
ACCESSORIES



BE 'EARTH-MINDED' 
WHILE ENJOYING THE DRIVE

Finally, you have got the option to drive without the concerns about 
environment. ŠKODA has unveiled the first fully electric car.  

The power source of the ŠKODA CITIGO-e iV is a Li-ion battery 
with a capacity of 36.8 kWh, allowing the customers to travel up to 

265 km on a single charge. There is no doubt it is enough for your 
needs you may have with this car.

Despite a length of 3,597 mm and a width of 1,645 mm, the smallest 
car from ŠKODA offers ample space for up to four passengers and 

a 250l luggage compartment. Every car detail that matter in your 
lifestyle is possible to impress by adding our accessories you like.

Take care about your surroundings. Do not generate any emissions. 
It’s so easy with this perfect vehicle for modern cities.

That’s Simply Clever. That’s ŠKODA.
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CHARGING Cable for public charging
available as a spare part
The MODE 3 cable is for public charging networks. This product 
is for charging stations that doń t have a charging cable or are 
equipped with an unsuitable one. The cable length is 6m.

Bag for charging cables
000 087 317BQ
A practical accessory for any 
electric car, used for carrying 
the charging cable.

Cleaner for charging cables
000 096 150F
The charger cable cleaner is used for cleaning  
and/or drying the cable before placing it  
in the interior of the car or a bag. 

Cable for home charging
available as a spare part
The MODE 2 cable is a great solution for customers 
who need to charge their car from regular „home“ 
socket. The cable length is 6m.

ŠKODA iV Charger
Powered by Elli
the offer and method of purchase varies 
by country
The ŠKODA iV Charger or “wallbox” 
is a wall-mounted charging point for 
ŠKODA passenger cars. It provides 
electricity to the vehicle when it is plugged 
in using a cable. It is currently offered 
in three variants: ŠKODA iV Charger, 
ŠKODA iV Charger Connect, ŠKODA iV 
Charger Connect+. All of them draw on AC 
to charge the car with power of up to 11 kW.

[here paste the link to your wallbox e-shop]
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WHEELS

SCORPIUS 
Light-alloy wheel 6.0J x 16“ ET43 
for 185/50 R16 tyre 
1ST 071 496P HA7 |  anthracite, brushed
  available in Q3/2020 
1ST 071 496J FL8 |  black metallic, brushed 
1ST 071 496H 8Z8 |  silver metallic
1ST 071 496N FM9 |  white, brushed 
1ST 071 496K FM9 |  white 

INDUS 
Hub covers  (4-piece set) 
1ST 071 454C

Mud flaps
1ST 075 111A | front
1ST 075 101A | rear

NEW16"

ALLOY WHEELS 
VIDEO
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Charging and data cable 3in1 for USB-A 

000 051 445J

Connecting cable USB A
Micro  |  5JA 051 446J

Mini  |  5JA 051 446H
Apple  |  5E0 051 510E

MyŠKODA APP
Driving your ŠKODA isn’t just about driving. It’s the functions,  
the features, and the personal touches that add up to a brilliant 
experience. It’s the music you play on the way to your destination.  
It’s the security of knowing that great support is never more than  
a few taps away. 

Your ŠKODA vehicle is your everyday companion – and thanks to 
MyŠKODA, it’s so much more. Now available for iOS (Apple) and 
Android (Google) devices, it provides comprehensive information 
about your car and its service no matter where you are. Get roadside 
service or talk to your preferred dealer at a moment’s notice. 

Ask PAUL – the Personal Assistant  
U Love – to check traffic, set alarms,  
and solve your day-to-day challenges.

Please note:

MyŠKODA App support ends

in Q3 this year and will be

replaced by ŠKODA Connect App.

MyŠKODA AppŠKODA Connect App

USB C  |  565 051 510 

CONNECTIVITY
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COMFORT
& UTILITY



Portable coffee maker 
000 069 641C

Thermo-electric cooling box (15L)
5L0 065 400

Thermo-electric cooling box (20L)
000 065 400G

LED reading lamp (12V) 
000 069 690L

Umbrella
000 087 600L

Boot bag
DMK 770 003

Decorative door sill foils
1ST 071 310AB |  3D
1ST 071 310C    |  5D

Sun shades
1ST 064 363A |  rear side windows
1ST 064 361  |  5th door

Textile foot mats  
Standard, 4-piece set 
1ST 061 404BB |  LHD
1ST 061 404BC |  RHD

Textile foot mat 
Standard
1ST 061 404BD |  LHD, driver’s side
1ST 061 404BE |  RHD, driver’s side

FOOT MATS VIDEO

Decorative door sill covers
1ST 071 303A
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Netting system – black
1ST 065 110 | Set of 2 vertical nets – behind 
the rear seat and below the loading edge
1ST 065 110A | Net behind the rear seat
1ST 065 110D | Net under the parcel shelf 

False boot floor
1ST 061 261

Universal fixing element
6V0 061 104 Rear parking sensors 

1ST 054 630

NETTING SYSTEM 
VIDEO
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TRANSPORT

Lockable bicycle rack
000 071 128P I with aluminium profile
000 071 128D I with steel profile 

Roof rack sack 
000 071 156

Lockable ski or snowboard 
rack with aluminium profile
000 071 129AA

Basic roof rack
1ST 071 126A

BIKE RACK VIDEO
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SAFETY



Dog safety belt 
000 019 409A |  size S  
000 019 409B |  size M 
000 019 409C |  size L 
000 019 409D |  size XL DOG EQUIPMENT

VIDEO

Kidfix XP child seat (3-point seat belt)
000 019 906K

Kidfix II XP child seat (4-point seat belt)
000 019 906L

15–36 kg 15–36 kg

BABY-SAFE Plus child seat
1ST 019 907

ISOFIX Duo Plus Top Tether child seat
DDA 000 006

0–13 kg

9–18 kg

Protective pad under the child seat
000 019 819A

CHILD SAFETY
VIDEO
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Covers for the complete set of wheels*
000 073 900B 

Safety bolt set
000 071 597B 

Decorative valve caps
000 071 215C

Bolt covers 
for wheels  
without safety bolts:  
1Z0 071 215 01C |  black matt 
1Z0 071 215 7ZS |  silver metallic 
1Z0 071 215 9B9 |  black gloss 
1Z0 071 215 UZ7 |  grey gloss 
1Z0 071 215 Z37 |  grey matt

 

for wheels  
with safety bolts: 
1Z0 071 215A 01C  |  black matt 
1Z0 071 215A Z37  |  grey matt

14˝ Snow chains  
000 091 387AL   I   for 165/70 R14 wheels*with ŠKODA logo available later
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Spare bulb set 

1ST 052 000B | H7 without fog light
1ST 052 000E | H7 with fog light

Car cosmetic
For the details check our car cosmetics catalogue (QR code on the left).

Car cosmetic kit
000 096 356F

available soon

This practical set comprises a cleaning agent  
and a high-quality cleaning cloth in a modern, 
minimalist design – a 2-in-1 that thoroughly cleans  
the screen, keeping it looking impeccable.  
The cleaning fluid and microfibre cloth ensure that any 
dirt or annoying fingerprints are completely removed.

200 ml refill liquid for display cleaner and 
cockpit cleaner (will be available later).

The refill bottle has an easy to use refill 
nozzle.

2-in-1 Display cleaner
000 096 311T

2-in-1 Refill pack
000 096 311AA

Tow rope
GAA 500 001

First aid box
3T0 093 108B
Photo is only illustrative. Each country should use the photo  
and the number of the local first aid box.

Reflective safety vest

000 093 056K  |  orange
000 093 056L  |  yellow
Photo is only illustrative. Each country should use the photo  
of the local reflective safety vest.

Warning triangle

GGA 700 001A

Foldable snow shovel

5L0 099 320

License plate pad
KEA 075 004

CAR COSMETIC
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CHILD SEATS SAFETY TESTING
Do you want to ensure the maximum safety of your children in the car?  
The child seats from ŠKODA Genuine Accessories with mounting options  
for transporting against the direction of travel, comfort and variability, 
represent the best solution for transporting the smallest passengers.

Practical  
and variable 

Perfectly  
verified 

QUALITY THAT  
HOLDS AND LASTS
Textile floor mats undergo the heel test that stimulates the action of the 
driveŕ s foot on the accelator.  Also undergo the load test that stimulates  
a long driving test.  

PREFER QUALITY? CHOOSE  
ŠKODA GENUINE ALLOY WHEELS
Independent comparative tests between Genuine and non-original Alloy Wheels were done by an independent 
institution. The tests include: Driving, Surface, Material, Axial and Radial, Radial Impact.

TESTING

WATCH TESTING 
VIDEO ONLINE

ALLOY WHEELS 
VIDEO
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Your authorised ŠKODA partner:
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ŠKODA Genuine Accessories are offered by ŠKODA as optional extras at additional charges. Colours, designs and 
materials may differ from those in the illustrations. Information such as specifications, appearance, performance, 
dimensions, weight, fuel consumption and operating costs relating to the illustrated vehicles and products is based on 
information available at the time of printing this document, and ŠKODA AUTO reserves the right to change these data.
Correct rim and tyre size combinations are available in the Registration Certificate and/or from your dealer. When 
choosing snow-chains, make sure to follow the indication in your car‘s certificate of roadworthiness. Wheels depicted 
on the cars may not be part of the available range. 
Please contact your ŠKODA Partner for information as to which products are available and suitable for your model, 
what restrictions apply, the installation times required and costs. Subject to change without notice. 
Vehicle parameters such as weight, rolling resistance and aerodynamics may vary depending on additional equipment 
and accessories (attachments, tyre sizes, etc.) and may, together with weather, traffic conditions and individual driving 
styles, affect fuel consumption, electricity consumption, CO₂ emissions and other performance parameters. ŠKODA 
Genuine Accessories are not used to determine consumption and emission levels, and can therefore only be fitted after 
the vehicle’s first registration.

For further information please visit us at  
www.skoda-auto.com


